
CÉSAR CABAL, RDH
Entry-Level Dental Hygienist

ccabal43@email.com (123) 456-7890 Denver, CO

LinkedIn

WORK EXPERIENCE

Dental Office Receptionist
Slimdental

2020 - current Denver, CO
Manage the front office of practice, greeting 50+ patients per
day and responding to information requests.
Implement a new filing system to streamline front office
operations that is saving 6 hours per week of manual work
and is improving productivity by 17%.
Verify insurance information, collect co-pays, and inform
patients of financial obligations.
Review provider charges including dates of service,
procedures, and accurately enter information in the billing
software program.
Investigate issues with past due invoices, and use proven
service strategies to reduce unpaid accounts by 23%.
Enhance professional growth by participating in 30+ hours of
educational programs, in-service, and workshops a year.

Hostess
Grimaldi's

2019 - 2020 Denver, CO
Welcomed and led diners to tables in a friendly manner.
Managed reservations, calling guests for confirmation 24-48
hours prior to scheduled arrival.
Maintained a clean and tidy lobby and hostess stand.
Monitored restaurant flow to decrease wait times for
customers by more than 5 minutes during peak hours.
Assisted servers in busy hours by carrying drinks, clearing
tables, and communicating new tables.
Cleaned menus, wrapped silverware, answered phones, paid
out to-go orders, and restocked coloring sheets, crayons,
napkins, toothpicks, and mints at hostess stand.

OBJECTIVE
Dynamic and results-driven dental
hygienist graduate with a strong
foundation in dental office best
practices and providing superior
customer service. Consistently exceed
practice goals and patient satisfaction,
always providing creative solutions to
improve the patient experience.
Ambitious and excited to embrace
new challenges at Light Dental
Studios, contributing to the practice's
overall success of building patient
relationships that foster preventative
care and lifelong dental health.

EDUCATION
Associate of Arts
Dental Hygiene
Community College of Denver

2019 - 2021

Denver, CO

SKILLS
Organized
Critical Thinking
Teeth Cleaning
Teamwork
Soft Tissue Management
Multi-tasking

http://linkedin.com/in/c%C3%A9sar-cabal

